Sun Star
*
Sun Star horizon
*

The recipe for low-loss harvesting
and great yields:

Sun Star and Sun Star Horizon.
Built for maximum performance –
with no compromises made
*

*

* An active harvesting unit for each row, with feed chains and rotary stalk
cutter

* Forced feed = no limitation on power as is the case with passive systems
* Highly effective collector for falling sunflower heads and seeds
* Vertical feeder for reliable transport of deposits to the collecting covers

Manufacturers of harvesting machinery will only enjoy long-term success in
this globalised market if they find the best possible answer to the demand
for ever greater productivity and maximum performance. In developing the
Sun Star* product line, Geringhoff is facing up to this challenge – and defining
the global state-of-the-art for sunflower harvesting.
The Sun Star* is also available as the Sun Star* Horizon with integrated
horizontal chopper – for highly effective chopping and fast rotting of the
remaining bits of the plants and short stubble.

Sun Star* Horizon

Feed system with a wide, tapered opening for gentle, active acceptance of the plants with
no loss of seed through spray and vibration. The short distance to the auger and degree
of tolerance shown if the space between rows varies reduce losses to zero.

The guide plates positioned high up on the two outer
covers guide the sunflower heads at the ends of the
header inwards.

Excellent sensing function: divider noses hinged at
the bottom also work extremely well when the crop is
The proven Geringhoff gear

down, thanks to the flat angle to the work plane. The

drive requires little mainte-

divider noses can also be quickly removed to make

nance and is simple to reverse.

storage of the header a lot easier.

Two conveyor chains feed the plants to the rotating double knives.
The two self-sharpening, rotary knives separate the sunflower
heads gently and without vibration, keeping the loss of seed to a
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minimum. This double knife system is low on maintenance and of-

Specially shaped covers pick up any sunflower heads that fall and

The “Horizon” variant of the Sun Star* is equipped with

fers exceptional longevity thanks to its cutting length of approx.

vertical feed chains then feed the heads to the threshing units at

a horizontal chopper that is flanged to the gearbox and

1,535 mm per row.

a constant rate.

secured by means of a safety clutch.
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Technical data
Rigid models

Rows Space between rows cm

Chopper Transport width approx. m

Weight approx. kg

Sun Star* 800 – 1600 B
Sun Star* Horizon 800 – 1600 B

8-16
8-16

50-75/20-30"
50-75/20-30"

4.20-12.35
4.20-12.35

2,480-4,810
2,580-5,010

8
8

60-75/30"
60-75/30"

3.00-3.20
3.00-3.20

2,790
2,910

FOLDING MODELS
Sun Star* 800 F
Sun Star* Horizon 800 FB

Geringhoff headers are compatible with all makes of combine harvester. Subject to modifications.
Standard   

Optional    — Not available

Changing crop is now even faster
The Sun Star* family is available in a fixed or foldable version. Geringhoff’s folding system is renowned throughout the world
and has proven itself over a period stretching back several decades. Thanks to the use of hydraulics and automatically locking and flexible drive couplers, changing from the transport position to the harvesting position takes just 1 to 2 minutes.
That saves time and having to use a separate transport trailer, and also increases your income thanks to the higher average

Round-the-clock service
24-hour availability – for all eventualities
Long-standing, personal support for our customers
Genuine parts always available immediately
On-site service, even at the most unusual times

Systems consulting by experts
* Free consulting and assistance in making decisions
* Professional consulting training for dealers

Carl Geringhoff Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG
Porschestraße 8
59227 Ahlen (Westphalia)
Germany
Tel.

+49 (0)2382 98140

Fax

+49 (0)2382 981440

Internet

www.geringhoff.de

E-mail

info@geringhoff.de

Some photographs show optional equipment

*
*
*
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SF/UK/A

daily harvesting capacity.

